Leaf Development in the Single-Cell C₄ System in Bienertia sinuspersici: Expression of Genes and Peptide Levels for C₄ Metabolism in Relation to Chlorenchyma Structure under Different Light Conditions¹[OA]
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Bienertia sinuspersici performs C₄ photosynthesis in individual chlorenchyma cells by the development of two cytoplasmic domains (peripheral and central) with dimorphic chloroplasts, an arrangement that spatially separates the fixation of atmospheric CO₂ into C₄ acids and the donation of CO₂ from C₄ acids to Rubisco in the C₃ cycle. In association with the formation of these cytoplasmic domains during leaf maturation, developmental stages were analyzed for the expression of a number of photosynthetic genes, including Rubisco small and large subunits and key enzymes of the C₄ cycle. Early in development, Rubisco subunits and Gly decarboxylase and Ser hydroxymethyltransferase of the glycolate pathway accumulated more rapidly than enzymes associated with the C₄ cycle. The levels of pyruvate, Pi dikinase, and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase were especially low until spatial cytoplasmic domains developed and leaves reached maturity, indicating a developmental transition toward C₄ photosynthesis. In most cases, there was a correlation between the accumulation of mRNA transcripts and the respective peptides, indicating at least partial control of the development of photosynthesis at the transcriptional level. During growth under moderate light, when branches containing mature leaves were enclosed in darkness for 1 month, spatial domains were maintained and there was high retention of a number of photosynthetic peptides, including Rubisco subunits and pyruvate, Pi dikinase, despite a reduction in transcript levels. When plants were transferred from moderate to low light conditions for 1 month, there was a striking shift of the central cytoplasmic compartment toward the periphery of chlorenchyma cells; the mature leaves showed strong acclimation with a shade-type photosynthetic response to light while retaining C₄ features indicative of low photorespiration. These results indicate a progressive development of C₄ photosynthesis with differences in the control mechanisms for the expression of photosynthetic genes and peptide synthesis during leaf maturation and in response to light conditions.

Following the discovery of C₄ photosynthesis, the spatial compartmentation of CO₂ fixation into C₄ acids in mesophyll cells by phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPC) and further decarboxylation in bundle sheath cells providing Rubisco with CO₂ for fixation in the C₃ cycle were consistently linked to the occurrence of Kranz-type anatomy in terrestrial plants (Edwards and Walker, 1983; Sage and Monson, 1999). Nevertheless, three succulent species in family Chenopodiaceae, Bienertia cycloptera, Bienertia sinuspersici, and Suaeda aralocaspica (formerly classified as Borszczowia), were shown to have a unique mechanism of C₄ photosynthesis that occurs within individual photosynthetic cells (single-cell C₄ anatomy) by intracellular partitioning of enzymes and organelles (including dimorphic chloroplasts) into two compartments (Voznesenskaya et al., 2001, 2002; Edwards et al., 2004; Akhani et al., 2005). S. aralocaspica has a single layer of elongated, cylindrical chlorenchyma cells in which functions of C₄ photosynthesis are spatially separated to opposite ends of the cells (Voznesenskaya et al., 2003). B. cycloptera and B. sinuspersici have an unusual development of two cytoplasmic compartments in chlorenchyma cells, consisting of a large central cytoplasmic compartment (CCC) packed with chloroplasts and mitochondria and a peripheral layer of cytoplasm with chloroplasts (Voznesenskaya et al., 2002, 2005; Akhani et al., 2005). The CCC, which is surrounded by the vacuole, is connected to the peripheral cytoplasm by cytoplasmic channels. The leaves of B. sinuspersici differ anatomically by having mostly one to two layers of chlorenchyma cells, in comparison with two to three layers in B. cycloptera. Furthermore, B. sinuspersici is distinguished from B. cycloptera by having longer cotyledon
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leaves and larger seeds, flowers, and chromosomes, together with a set of differences in micromorphological features (Akhani et al., 2005).

From studies on *Bienertia* species, the following model has been developed for C₄ photosynthesis. Atmospheric CO₂, upon entry into chlorenchyma cells, is incorporated into the C₄ acid oxaloacetate by PEPC in the peripheral cytoplasm. The C₄ acids malate and Asp, which are formed from the oxaloacetate, diffuse to the CCC through cytoplasmic channels, where malate is decarboxylated by NAD-malic enzyme (NAD-ME) in the mitochondria, which are specifically located in this compartment. Rubisco, located in chloroplasts in the CCC, fixes the released CO₂. The three-carbon product formed from C₄ acid decarboxylation (pyruvate or Ala) then diffuses to the peripheral chloroplasts, where pyruvate, Pi dikinase (PPDK) regenerates phosphoenolpyruvate from pyruvate for the PEPC reaction, which completes the C₄ cycle (Voznesenskaya et al., 2002; Edwards et al., 2004).

In studies on C₄ species with Kranz anatomy, much effort has been made to elucidate the mechanisms underlying cell differentiation and the selective synthesis of certain photosynthetic enzymes in mesophyll or bundle sheath cells. In the monocot maize (*Zea mays*), as a consequence of cell division patterns, a developmental gradient exists, with the oldest cells at the tip of the blade and the youngest at the base of the sheath. Both bundle sheath and mesophyll cells mature in concert with the vascular system and become photosynthetically competent in the same order as veins develop. Light is an essential component in determining leaf identity: studies with etiolated leaves indicate that Rubisco is present in both mesophyll and bundle sheath cell chloroplasts, while many of the C₄ enzymes are not expressed. After illumination, Rubisco expression becomes repressed in mesophyll cells and enhanced in bundle sheath cells, while C₄ enzymes accumulate. It is proposed that maize exhibits a C₃-type pattern of photosynthetic gene expression by default in the dark (Rubisco in all photosynthetic cells) and that C₄ specialization is achieved through the interpretation of light-induced signals from the leaf vasculature (Sheen and Bogorad, 1987; Langdale et al., 1988; Langdale and Nelson, 1991).

In contrast to maize, the initiation of specific localization of Rubisco in bundle sheath cells of *Amaranthus hypochondriacus* (dicot) can occur in cotyledons independent of light, as conversion from a C₃ default to a C₄ distribution pattern occurs in cotyledons of both dark- and light-grown seedlings. In young leaves of amaranth, mRNAs for Rubisco appear in both cell types, with light-dependent control of Rubisco expression in bundle sheath cells at the translational level. The expression of NAD-ME requires illumination, while PPDK and PEPC expression in mesophyll cells is independent of light. In leaves and cotyledons of this species, the early developmental process can influence the establishment of cell type-specific expression (Wang et al., 1992, 1993; Long and Berry, 1996). In both maize and amaranth, the establishment of mesophyll and bundle sheath cell-specific gene expression are separate events that occur during different stages of leaf development. Individual C₄ genes are independently regulated during cell type differentiation, and posttranscriptional regulation determines cell-specific patterns of expression very early in leaf development (Sheen, 1999; Patel et al., 2004; Patel and Berry, 2008).

The regulation, timing, and pattern of expression of photosynthetic genes for carbon assimilation in the single-cell C₄ system are addressed in this study. During development of the single-cell C₄ system in leaves of *B. sinuspersici* plants growing under moderate light (ML; 400 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹ photosynthetic photon flux density [PPFD]), photosynthetic gene expression at the transcript and peptide levels was evaluated in relation to changes in leaf anatomy and the structure of chlorenchyma cells. In addition, the stability of transcripts, proteins, and the structure of C₄-type chlorenchyma cells following transfer to prolonged low light (LL; 20 PPFD) and prolonged darkness (D) treatments were studied.

**RESULTS**

Samples from leaves 0.1 to 0.3 cm (young stage), 0.5 to 0.6 cm (intermediate stage), and greater than 2 cm (mature stage) long were collected and analyzed. The young and intermediate leaves were divided into two parts, one containing the tip and the other containing the base of the leaf. The samples analyzed were designated as follows: young base (YB), young tip (YT), intermediate base (IB), intermediate tip (IT), and mature (M) leaf. Cross sections for analysis by microscopy were taken from the middle of each sample.

**General Anatomy and Development during Growth under ML (400 PPFD)**

Figure 1 shows the anatomy of leaves and the structure of chlorenchyma of the five samples in cross sections using light microscopy (left and middle panels) and the corresponding starch content (right panels). The YB contains from one to two layers of cells that will give rise to mature chlorenchyma and that are circumferentially distributed around the entire leaf just under the layer of large epidermal cells (Fig. 1, A and B). Beneath the chlorenchyma cells, there is a layer of water storage cells. All internal cells are rather tightly packed at this stage of development. The nuclei are distinct in various cell types, and at this stage in chlorenchyma cells they are in a central position where they occupy a large part of the cell volume, with no evidence of the development of a CCC. Some scattered starch grains appear within chlorenchyma cells (Fig. 1C). The anatomy of the YT is quite similar to that of the base, but with some differences: the epidermal cells are more uniform in size and shape (Fig. 1, D and
E), the nuclei of chlorenchyma cells are not as large, and the starch content is increased with respect to that of the base (Fig. 1F).

Samples from intermediate leaves are shown in Figure 1, G to L. At this stage of development, the differences between the base and the tip are more pronounced, with evidence of a gradient of development from the base to the tip. While chlorenchyma cells in the base are still tightly packed and have a prominent central nuclei (Fig. 1, G and H) and some

Figure 1. Light micrographs showing cross sections of leaf anatomy and chlorenchyma structure of *B. sinuspersici* plants grown under ML (400 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹) conditions. Young leaves (0.1–0.3 cm) were divided into two parts, YB (A–C) and YT (D–F). Intermediate-sized leaves (0.5–0.6 cm) were divided into two parts, IB (G–I) and IT (J–L). Cross sections of M leaves (>2 cm) are shown in M to O. PAS staining for polysaccharides showing starch grains is shown in C, F, I, L, and O. Cross sections were taken from the middle of each sample. C, Cytoplasmic channels; Ch, chlorenchyma cells; E, epidermis; N, nucleus; S, starch; V, vacuole; VB, vascular bundles; WS, water storage tissue. Bars = 100 μm (left panels) and 10 μm (middle and right panels).
starch content (Fig. 1I), chlorenchyma cells in the tip are more differentiated and have extensively developed intercellular air spaces. These cells are bigger, ellipsoid, and have formed a CCC filled with chloroplasts, with the nucleus located near the periphery of the cell. Some chloroplasts are also observed in the peripheral cytoplasm. The size of water storage cells is also increased at this stage (Fig. 1, J and K). Starch has

Figure 2. Light micrographs showing cross sections of leaf anatomy and chlorenchyma structure of B. sinuspersici plants grown under ML conditions (400 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹) and then transferred to LL (20 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹) for 1 month. Young leaves (0.1–0.3 cm) were divided into two parts, YB (A–C) and YT (D–F). Intermediate-sized leaves (0.5–0.6 cm) were divided into two parts, IB (G–I) and IT (J–L). Cross sections of M leaves (>2 cm) are shown in M to O. PAS staining for polysaccharides showing starch grains is shown in C, F, I, L, and O. Cross sections were taken from the middle of each sample. Abbreviations are as in Figure 1. Bars = 100 μm (left panels) and 10 μm (middle and right panels).
Accumulated mainly in the chloroplasts of the CCC, but a small amount of starch is also observed in the peripheral chloroplasts (Fig. 1L).

In M leaves, there are one to two layers of chlorenchyma cells that appear quite similar to those in IT samples (Fig. 1, M and N). The CCC is well formed,
and starch is restricted to this compartment (Fig. 1O). Nuclei, which are positioned adjacent to the CCC, are generally close to the radial cell wall. Cytoplasmic channels connecting the CCC and the periphery of the cells are well established at this stage of development (Fig. 1N). The prominent vacuole extends from the CCC to the distal and proximal ends of the cell. Throughout development, the vascular bundles are arranged in a lateral longitudinal plane with a main, large central vascular bundle (Fig. 1A).

Figure 4. Western-blot analysis of proteins involved in photosynthesis of *B. sinuspersici* that were isolated at different stages of leaf development from plants grown under ML (400 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹). Western blots were obtained using antibodies against PPDK, PEPC, αNAD-ME, Rubisco SSU (solid), Rubisco LSU (hatched), ALA-AT, mASP-AT, cASP-AT, AGPase LSU, GDC-P, SHMT, tubulin, and actin. Twenty micrograms of total soluble protein was added per lane, except for Rubisco LSU, for which 5 μg was loaded per lane. Molecular masses of the immunoreactive bands are shown on the right and expressed in kilodaltons. The quantification of the immunoreactive bands is expressed as a percentage of the amount in M leaves and shown below each western blot (n = 2 or 3). SD values are shown.
General Anatomy after Transfer and Maintenance of Plants under LL (20 PPFD)

We tested the effects of the exposure of plants to very LL intensity on leaf anatomy and the structure of chlorenchyma cells of *B. sinuspersici*. Plants were transferred from growth under ML (400 PPFD) to a LL chamber (20 PPFD), and leaf tissue was analyzed after 1 month (Fig. 2). Different stages of leaf development were examined, analogous to those under ML growth conditions (Fig. 1). Samples of young and intermediate leaves that developed under LL, and samples of leaves that were mature prior to prolonged exposure to LL, were analyzed (due to limited growth under LL, there was no development of M leaves). Exposure of plants to the LL regime did not cause a significant change in leaf general anatomy, as there was conservation of different layers of tissue with respect to cell size and shape (Fig. 2). However, exposure of plants to LL had a large influence on the position of the CCC in the IT (Fig. 2, J and K) as well as in the M leaf (Fig. 2, M and N). In both cases, although there is a separate compartment containing tightly packed chloroplasts, it is not located in the center of the cell but rather at the periphery, typically at the distal end near the epidermis, and the nucleus remains close to the cytoplasmic ball. Since the IT leaf sections formed during LL treatment, it indicates that the cytoplasmic ball develops and is positioned to the periphery of the cell under LL conditions. However, in M leaves that developed prior to LL treatment, the CCC shifted from the center to the periphery of the cells following prolonged exposure to LL (see above).
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**Figure 5.** Expression analysis of transcripts of enzymes involved in photosynthesis in leaves of *B. sinuspersici* during development under ML (400 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹), as determined by QRT-PCR. Analyses were made with RNA isolated from leaves at different stages of development: YB, YT, IB, IT, and M leaves. The means of the results obtained, using three independent RNAs as a template, are shown. Each reaction was normalized using the Ct values corresponding to *B. sinuspersici* elongation factor 1 gene. The y-axis shows the fold difference in a particular transcript level relative to its amount found in M leaves. SD values are shown.
expected, due to reduced energy supply for photosynthesis, the starch content was low at all stages of leaf development (Fig. 2, C, F, I, L, and O), with the exception of YB leaf sections, in which some starch appears similar to that in YB leaf sections in plants grown in ML (Fig. 1C).

Figure 6. Western-blot analysis of proteins involved in photosynthesis of B. sinuspersici that were isolated from M leaves exposed to different illumination conditions. Western blots were obtained using antibodies against PPDK, PEPC, α-NAD-ME, Rubisco SSU (solid), Rubisco LSU (hatched), ALA-AT, mASP-AT, cASP-AT, AGPase LSU, GDC-P, and SHMT. Twenty micrograms of total soluble protein was added per lane, except for Rubisco LSU, for which 5 μg was loaded per lane. ML, M leaves from plants grown under ML intensities (400 μmol quanta m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$); LL, M leaves developed under ML conditions followed by exposure of plants to LL conditions (20 μmol quanta m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$); D, branches of plants growing under ML were enclosed in continuous D. Molecular masses of the immunoreactive bands are shown on the right and expressed in kilodaltons. The quantification of the immunoreactive bands is expressed as a percentage of the amount in M leaves grown under ML and shown below each western blot ($n = 2$ or $3$). SD values are shown.
General Anatomy of Vegetative Tissue Exposed to Continuous D

When branches of plants growing under ML were enclosed in continuous D for 30 d, cross sections of leaves at various stages of development (Fig. 3) showed leaf anatomy similar to that of light-exposed leaves (Fig. 1). In the younger and intermediate leaves that developed in D (Fig. 3), there is clear initiation of development of the two cytoplasmic domains, with the chloroplasts aggregating adjacent to the nucleus to form the CCC and isolated chloroplasts in the periphery. In the M leaves that developed prior to enclosure in D, the chlorenchyma cells retain the CCC (Fig. 3, K and N). However, there was an obvious dispersal and loosening of the CCC compared to M leaves grown under ML conditions (Fig. 1). In branches maintained in D for 1 month, no starch was visualized in any chloroplasts from leaves examined at different stages of development (Fig. 3C, F, I, L, and O).

Levels of Transcripts and Peptides Involved in C₄ Photosynthesis

The levels of a number of proteins associated with the photosynthetic apparatus of C₄ photosynthesis were semiquantified by western-blot analysis in leaves at different developmental stages grown in growth chambers (Fig. 4) as well as in M leaves treated under prolonged LL or D conditions (Fig. 6). In addition, the levels of transcripts encoding a majority of these proteins were also determined by quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (QRT-PCR) (Fig. 7). The y axis shows the fold difference in a particular transcript level relative to its amount found in M leaves grown under ML intensities (400 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹). SD values are shown.

Figure 7. Effect of illumination conditions during growth on transcript expression of photosynthetic genes in M leaves of B. sinuspersici, as determined by QRT-PCR. ML, M leaves from plants grown under ML intensities (400 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹); LL, M leaves developed under ML conditions followed by exposure of plants to LL conditions (20 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹); D, branches of plants growing under ML were enclosed in continuous D. The means of the results obtained, using three independent RNAs as a template, are shown. Each reaction was normalized using the Ct values corresponding to B. sinuspersici elongation factor 1 gene. The y axis shows the fold difference in a particular transcript level relative to its amount found in M leaves grown under ML intensities (400 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹). SD values are shown.
teins were also quantified by quantitative real-time reverse transcription-PCR (QRT-PCR; Figs. 5 and 7).

Analysis during Leaf Development under ML Growth Conditions

With respect to western-blot analysis, anti-tubulin and anti-actin antibodies were used as indicators that the same level of protein was loaded in each lane. Actin and microtubules appear very early in young chlorenchyma tissue (J. Park, M. Knoblauch, T. Ökita, and G. Edwards, unpublished data); with cell expansion and development of organelles, the filaments and cables are arranged in an organized network in mature C₄ chlorenchyma (Chuong et al., 2006); there appears to be a parallel increase in total protein content and the cytoskeleton during development of the leaf tissue. Quantification of the intensity of the bands was conducted by image analysis software, and the mean value of the immunoreactive bands in M leaves was arbitrarily set as 100% (Fig. 4). Transcript expression levels obtained by QRT-PCR were normalized using elongation factor 1 as a reference gene, and results for YB, YT, IB, and IT samples are expressed relative to the values obtained for M leaves (Fig. 5). The levels of Rubisco small subunit (SSU) polypeptide were low, with YB having only approximately 20% of that of M leaves and YT only 30% of that of M leaves. The transcript levels for SSU were also rather low in YB tissue and increased during development, particularly in IT and M leaves. There was substantial Rubisco large subunit (LSU) polypeptide in the youngest tissue, with YB leaf sections having approximately 50% of that in M leaves, and the level gradually increased during leaf development (Fig. 4).

As Rubisco LSU is encoded by the chloroplastic genome and therefore lacks the typical eukaryotic poly(A) tail, which is (in turn) required for reverse transcription by the method applied in this study [oligo(dT) primer method], transcripts for Rubisco LSU were not determined.

Peptides and transcripts for six C₄ cycle enzymes were studied during leaf development (PPDK, PEPC, Ala aminotransferase [ALA-AT], mitochondrial and cytosolic Asp aminotransferase [mASP-AT and cASP-AT], and α-NAD-ME). With respect to enzymes involved in the C₄ cycle, both protein and transcript levels were very low (from 0% to approximately 20% of M leaves) during early stages of development and increased to the highest level in M leaves. In YB leaves, PEPC protein was not visualized by western blot (Fig. 4) and its transcript was barely detected (Fig. 5). Very low levels of proteins and transcripts were observed in YT and IB samples, with some increase in IT samples and a large increase in M leaves (Figs. 4 and 5). PPDK, ALA-AT, cASP-AT, and mASP-AT showed a large increase in protein and transcript levels during development (Figs. 4 and 5). The α-NAD-ME peptide and transcripts encoding for both α- and β-subunits showed a similar pattern of increase (approximately 4-fold) from YB to M leaves (Figs. 4 and 5).

With respect to ADP-Glc-pyrophosphorylase (AGPase), which is required for starch biosynthesis, there was a large increase in the LSU peptide during development, whereas there were high transcript levels of AGPase LSU at all stages (Figs. 4 and 5).

Some of the key proteins of photorespiration were analyzed during leaf development. There were high levels of the P subunit protein of Gly decarboxylase (GDC-P) and of Ser hydroxymethyltransferase (SHMT) throughout development (Fig. 4). However, transcript levels for GDC-P and GLYCOLATE OXIDASE (GO) increased during development (Fig. 5). When CHLOROPHYLL A/B-BINDING PROTEIN (CAB) transcript expression was analyzed, it was found in lower levels in YB samples, in intermediate amounts in YT and IB samples, and at maximum content in IT and M leaf samples (Fig. 5).

Analyses of M Leaves following Prolonged Treatment under LL or D

The effect of prolonged exposure of plant tissue to LL and D on levels of proteins and transcripts associated with C₄ photosynthesis was investigated (Figs. 6 and 7). Again, elongation factor 1 was used as a reference gene for QRT-PCR, and results are expressed in relation to the values obtained under ML growth conditions. Analyses were made on leaves that had reached maturity under ML, prior to exposure for 1 month to LL or D conditions. The results show that the levels of many of the peptides analyzed were retained, or largely retained, during LL and D treatments for 1 month (Fig. 6), including Rubisco SSU (equivalent to plants under ML

Table I. Carbon isotope discrimination and water, total soluble protein, and chlorophyll contents in B. sinuspersici M leaves grown under different illumination conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>δ¹³C</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Total Chlorophyll</th>
<th>Total Soluble Protein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>% FM</td>
<td>μg mg⁻¹ DM</td>
<td>μg mg⁻¹ FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>−17.4 ± 0.7</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>2.13 ± 0.57</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>−20.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>1.03 ± 0.37</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>−20.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>4.04 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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growth), LSU (20%-30% drop), PPDK, cASP-AT and mASP-AT, αNAD-ME, AGPase LSU, and GDC-P. However, there was a large decline of PEPC and SHMT proteins in both LL and D treatments and a dramatic loss of ALA-AT in D treatment. Transfer of plants to LL conditions for 1 month caused a profound drop in transcript levels for Rubisco SSU and three C₄ cycle enzymes, PEPC, ALA-AT, and cASP-AT. Also, under D treatment, Rubisco SSU and PEPC transcripts were severely reduced (to a few percentage points of regular light conditions), while PPDK and ALA-AT decreased to approximately 20% of ML growth (Fig. 7). There were notable increases in transcripts in D-treated leaves for αNAD-ME and βNAD-ME and for CAB (approximately 3- to 4-fold increase). Under LL and D treatments, mASP-AT, AGPase LSU, and two photorespiratory enzymes, GO and GDC-P, had the highest levels of transcripts (60% or more relative to ML growth conditions).

Leaf Composition: Chlorophyll, Protein, Water Content, and Carbon Isotope Values

Chlorophyll, soluble protein, water content, and carbon isotope values (δ¹³C) were measured to determine the effects of LL and D treatments on leaf composition (Table I). The δ¹³C value for M leaves under ML growth conditions was −17.4‰, whereas values for M leaves exposed to 1 month of LL or D were more negative, approximately −20‰. The M leaves on plants exposed to 1 month of LL were noticeably larger and pale green compared with those on plants grown under ML. The LL leaves had a higher water content expressed as percentage of fresh mass and much lower chlorophyll content and total soluble protein content on a dry or fresh weight basis than ML-grown plants (Table I). The D-treated tissue had similar water content (percentage of fresh mass) and similar levels of soluble protein as ML-grown leaves. However, the total chlorophyll (a+b), both on a fresh and a dry mass basis, was twice as high in M leaves under the D treatment as in leaves maintained under ML (Table I).

The δ¹³C values were also determined on leaf sections during development under ML. For YB, YT, IB, and IT, the values were very similar, −19.8‰, −20.1‰, −20.8‰, and −20.3‰, respectively, compared with −17.4‰ for ML.

Response of Photosynthesis to Varying Light and CO₂ under ML Growth versus LL Treatment

The rate of photosynthetic CO₂ fixation in B. sinuspersici was measured at varying light intensities and at 340 μbar CO₂ on plants grown under ML conditions versus plants exposed to prolonged LL conditions. Figure 8A shows that plants grown under ML conditions have a much higher capacity for photosynthesis, a higher light compensation point (31 PPFD), and higher rates of dark respiration (approximately 2 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹) than LL-treated plants. Photosynthesis in LL-treated plants was saturated at approximately 200 PPFD, while in plants in ML growth conditions, approximately 1,000 PPFD was required for light saturation. The photosynthetic response to varying levels of CO₂ under 1,000 PPFD was compared in plants from ML growth conditions versus LL treatment, again...
showing that plants grown under higher PPFD have much higher CO₂-saturated rates of photosynthesis (Fig. 8B). With plants under ML growth and LL treatment, the rate of photosynthesis at current ambient levels of CO₂ (approximately 370 μbar) was about 75% of the CO₂-saturated rate at 1,000 μbar CO₂ (Fig. 8, B and C). The values for the CO₂ compensation points were low for both ML growth and LL conditions (approximately 10 μbar CO₂; Fig. 8B). The response of photosynthesis of LT-treated plants to varying levels of CO₂ under 2% versus 21% O₂ is shown in Figure 8C. The results show that the CO₂ response curve is similar under the two levels of O₂ with no apparent effect of O₂ on rates of photosynthesis under limiting CO₂.

**DISCUSSION**

We studied the pattern of leaf development in *B. sinusupersici* together with the expression of a number of proteins associated with C₄ photosynthesis, including enzymes of the C₄ cycle. The influence of the exposure of plants to extreme LL on the function of C₄ photosynthesis and of enclosure of branches in D on photosynthetic transcripts and protein level, and on the structure of chlorenchyma cells, was evaluated.

**Development of Single-Cell C₄ Photosynthesis during ML Growth Conditions**

Five developmental stages were analyzed in *B. sinusupersici*: the base and tip of very young leaves (YB and YT), the base and tip of intermediate leaves (IB and IT), and M leaves during ML growth. Leaves of *B. sinusupersici* (this work) and *B. cycloptera* (Voznesenskaya et al., 2005) have acropetal leaf development. There was a gradient of development and cellular differentiation from the base to the tip of the leaves, with the tip being at a more advanced stage than the base. This is very evident in intermediate leaves, where the anatomy of the tip is quite similar to that of the M leaf, while the base is still quite undifferentiated (Fig. 1).

**YB Leaf Sections**

In chlorenchyma cells in the base of the young leaf, the nucleus is a dominant organelle in the cytoplasm, along with the surrounding chloroplasts, which occupy much of the cytoplasmic space (also, in *B. cycloptera*, the very youngest newly emerged leaves [less than 1 mm in length] are cytoplasmically dense and have little vacuole development [Voznesenskaya et al., 2005]). In *B. sinusupersici*, starch grains are present at this earliest stage in chlorenchyma cells; however, they have a scattered arrangement (Fig. 1C). There is no evidence of polarization toward the development of two cytoplasmic compartments.

In analysis of a number of photosynthetic proteins by western blot, there was substantial Rubisco LSU in YB leaf sections (55% of M leaves) compared with Rubisco SSU, with levels of approximately 20% of M leaves; the levels of both subunits increased progressively during development. The results suggest that in very young tissue, the LSU may be synthesized in excess prior to the production of equivalent SSU for assembly of the holoenzyme. In the YB, the transcript levels for the Rubisco LSU were also low (approximately 10% of M leaves) and increased during development. AGPase LSU was low in YB tissue and increased progressively during development, while levels of AGPase LSU transcripts were relatively high throughout leaf development (Figs. 4 and 5), which suggests that there may be posttranscriptional control of the synthesis of the LSU. This posttranscriptional control is most likely caused by lower expression of the counterpart AGPase SSU gene, which is required for the stability of the LSU (Wang et al., 1998).

Peptides and transcripts were analyzed in YB tissue for six enzymes known to function in the C₄ cycle in NAD-ME-type C₄ species (PPDK, PEPC, ALA-AT, mASP-AT, cASP-AT, and α-NAD-ME; Figs. 4 and 5). In contrast to Rubisco LSU and SSU, PEPC protein was practically undetectable in YB tissue. PEPC protein and transcripts remained very low during development until the IT stage. There was a similar pattern with the five other C₄ enzymes, in which transcripts and peptides were rather low in YB tissue (from barely detectable levels to approximately 20% of that of M leaves) and thereafter increased during development. There were substantial levels of two photorespiratory enzymes, GDC-P and SHMT, in YB leaf sections, similar to that at later stages of development. The levels of transcripts of photorespiratory proteins, GO and GDC-P, were lower in YB, increasing during development.

The early appearance of Rubisco LSU, GDC-P, and SHMT in YB leaves and the later rise in C₄ cycle enzymes suggest that chloroplasts in YB tissue may be functioning in a C₃ default mode with metabolism in the C₃ cycle and photorespiratory pathway. Previous studies on immunolocalization in *B. cycloptera* showed that all chloroplasts in young chlorenchyma cells contain Rubisco LSU and that the biomass of young tissue has more negative δ¹³C values than M leaves, which is consistent with young leaves performing C₃ photosynthesis (Voznesenskaya et al., 2005).

**YT and IB Leaf Sections**

In YT and IB leaf sections, there is evidence for some chloroplasts aggregating near the nucleus, which suggests an early stage of formation of the CCC (Fig. 1, E and H); also, staining for starch shows colocalization of starch grains in some chlorenchyma cells in YT and IB leaf sections (Fig. 1, F and I). In contrast to the relatively high levels of Rubisco LSU in these tissues (approximately 75% of that of M leaves), PEPC peptides and transcripts remain very low. Levels of peptides of the five other C₄ cycle enzymes in YT and IB are approximately 20% to 40% of those in M leaves, and transcript levels for these respective enzymes are approximately 10% to 40% of those of M leaves. In addition, in almost
IT and M Leaves

In IT and M leaf tissue, the CCC and the peripheral cytoplasmic compartments with chloroplasts partitioned to each have clearly formed. However, only in M leaves are the cytoplasmic strands connecting the CCC with the periphery very apparent and appearing well developed (Fig. 1N). As with *B. cycloptera* (Voznesenskaya et al., 2005), cell expansion appears to be required to accommodate the large structure of the CCC within the cell. Although some elongation of chlorenchyma cells is observed in the YT leaves, this is more evident in the IT samples. The levels of peptides for Rubisco SSU and LSU, GDC-P, SHMT, and AGPase LSU in IT leaf sections range from approximately 80% to 100% of the levels in M leaves. However, the level of PEPC in IT tissue is approximately 25% of that of M leaves, and the levels of the five other C_4 cycle enzymes analyzed are approximately 40% to 60% of that of M leaves (Fig. 4).

Thus, this study shows that, during leaf development of *B. sinuspersici*, the expression of C_4 enzymes clearly lags behind that of Rubisco LSU, AGPase LSU, and photorespiratory enzymes. In this regard, a recent study in the C_4 plant maize compared transcript levels for a number of nuclear, chloroplast, and mitochondrial genes at the green tip of the leaf compared with the yellow base of the leaf (which was surrounded by several layers of more M leaves). The tip:base ratio of transcripts for the following nuclear genes encoding enzymes in carbon assimilation was reported (ratio in parentheses): Rubisco SSU (15), PPDK (61), and PEPC1 (68; Cahoon et al., 2008). In this study with *B. sinuspersici*, the ratios of M leaves to YB were (ratio in parentheses): Rubisco SSU (14), PPDK (83), and PEPC (85), which shows a similar trend to that of maize. The increase in *B. sinuspersici* of CAB transcripts during development may be related to the establishment of the light-harvesting antennae. Cahoon et al. (2008) also reported an increase in transcript levels for several chlorophyll a/b-binding proteins during leaf development in maize.

In *B. sinuspersici*, starch appears at all stages of development, and it becomes more concentrated in the CCC in IT and M leaves (Fig. 1, C, F, I, L, and O), which corresponds to the large increase in the AGPase LSU during development. In IT leaf sections, starch is expressed in the CCC (Fig. 1L), but it also appears in the peripheral chloroplasts; only in M leaves is starch confined to the CCC (Fig. 1O). In previous studies, it has been shown among various C_4 species in family Chenopodiaceae that only Rubisco-containing chloroplasts tend to accumulate starch (Voznesenskaya et al., 1999, 2003, 2005). In leaves of both Kranz and single-cell C_4 species, starch accumulates in mature Rubisco-containing chloroplasts and not in chloroplasts specialized to support the synthesis of C_4 acids by generating the substrate for PEPC. In *B. sinuspersici*, starch staining is scattered in the YB leaf section prior to the formation of the CCC (Fig. 1C). In the YT and IB sections, there are areas in which starch is more concentrated (Fig. 1, F and I), indicative of the initial formation of a pre-CCC along with some scattered staining of starch. In IT sections where the CCC has clearly formed, it has strong staining for starch, with starch also appearing in the peripheral chloroplasts (Fig. 1L). In M leaves, the starch is completely confined to the CCC. It is not until the M stage that starch is no longer observed in chloroplasts in the periphery (Fig. 1O). This is consistent with a previous study with *B. cycloptera*, in which starch accumulated in young chlorenchyma cells but only became fully associated with the CCC in M leaves; immunolocalization studies showed that Rubisco followed the same pattern (Voznesenskaya et al., 2005).

While the CCC appears in IT sections (Fig. 1K), the cytoplasmic channels interconnecting with the peripheral cytoplasm appear more developed in M leaves (Fig. 1N). These results show that there is not a quick transition but a progressive development, both structurally and biochemically, which allows M leaves to perform C_4 photosynthesis.

The δ^{13}C value for M leaves in this study was −17.4_{\%}^{\text{oo}}, which is C_4 like and may reflect the accumulation of biomass in leaves during the course of the structural and biochemical changes required for the development of a fully functional C_4 system. *B. sinuspersici* specimens collected from natural habitats have C_4-type δ^{13}C values, on average −13.8_{\%}^{\text{oo}} with a maximum of −15.3_{\%}^{\text{oo}} (Voznesenskaya et al., 2002; Akhani et al., 2005). Typical values for C_4 plants are approximately −10_{\%}^{\text{oo}} to −15_{\%}^{\text{oo}} versus −24_{\%}^{\text{oo}} to −30_{\%}^{\text{oo}} for C_3 plants (Akhani et al., 1997; Cerling, 1999). Young leaf tissue of *B. sinuspersici* (YB, YT, and IB) obviously have not developed chlorenchyma tissue to perform C_4; their intermediate δ^{13}C values (approximately −20_{\%}^{\text{oo}}) apparently reflect the partial dependence of young tissue on importing assimilates from M leaves, which would carry a C_3-type carbon isotope signature. The IT tissue has developed features of C_4 chlorenchyma, although they are less complete than those of ML tissue; the intermediate δ^{13}C of IT leaf sections suggests less efficient function of C_4 than in ML. Online measurements of isotope fractionation during the photosynthesis of leaves at different stages of development will be required to directly relate the capacity and mode of photosynthesis to structural and biochemical features.

Effects of LL Treatment

Plants of *B. sinuspersici* grown under ML conditions were transferred to a LL chamber for 1 month, after which leaf anatomy and levels of peptides and transcripts of a number of photosynthetic proteins were
analyzed. There was little new growth during this period (only some young and intermediate leaves) due to the LL (20 PPFD).

In YT, IB, and IT leaf sections (Fig. 2, D, E, G, H, J, and K), there was evidence that new leaves formed under these very LL conditions had partial development of a cytoplasmic ball of chloroplasts adjacent to the nucleus. A striking difference compared with ML-grown plants was the location of this grouping of chloroplasts toward the periphery of the cells, compared with the typical centralized location under ML growth. YB leaf sections accumulated starch (Fig. 2C), perhaps from importing sugars from M leaves, whereas the starch levels were rather low at later developmental stages (Fig. 2, F, I, L, and O).

In M leaves that developed during growth under ML conditions, the CCC shifted to the periphery of the cell during the LL treatment, usually toward the distal end (i.e. shifting toward the limiting light source; Fig. 2, M and N). Cytoskeletal components, actin filaments and microtubules, have been found to participate in chloroplast movement (Kandasamy and Meagher, 1999; Sheahan et al., 2004). In response to the amount and orientation (Williamson, 1993) through the action of the actin filaments and, in some species, of the microtubules (Sato et al., 2001). In B. cycloptera, the microtubules are also involved in the formation, and the maintenance of integrity, of the CCC (Chuong et al., 2006). Therefore, it is highly probable that under prolonged LL, the cytoskeleton directs the movement of chloroplasts to the distal part of the cell in order to enhance light capture; thus, the whole CCC is displaced. Since this process implies the movement of a complex cytoplasmic structure of chloroplasts, mitochondria, and peroxisomes, it is possible that only exposure to LL during development, or over long periods of time, may cause displacement of the CCC, rather than during short-term exposure to LL. No changes in the position of the CCC were observed in normal light/dark cycles; the shift of the CCC to the periphery of the cell occurs within 1 week (J. Park and G. Edwards, unpublished data), but the time course has not been determined.

The relative levels of peptides in M leaves after LL treatment were maintained near preexisting ML growth levels for a number of photosynthetic proteins. Peptide levels in LL-treated leaves, including Rubisco SSU and LSU, PPDK, ALA-AT, mASP-AT, α-NAD-ME, AGPase LSU, and GDC-P, were retained at 70% or higher compared with ML-grown leaves, while levels of two mitochondrial peptides, α-NAD-ME and mASP-AT, increased under LL treatment. Peptides for PEPC, cASP-AT, and SHMT decreased to approximately 40% to 50% under LL treatment. For a number of enzymes, transcript levels under LL treatment were similar to those of ML-grown leaves. The most noticeable decreases were in transcripts of *Rubisco SSU* (approximately 30%) and *PEPC*, cASP-AT, and *ALA-AT* (40% to 60% of levels under ML growth conditions). The results indicate that despite being treated to prolonged treatment with very LL (20 PPFD), there is a decreased investment in Rubisco and PEPC. Since light is limiting, assimilatory power will be rate limiting rather than capacity for carbon assimilation. Thus, a decrease in levels of the carboxylases would prevent excess investment in these enzymes and may coordinate down-regulation of the C4 and C3 cycles. Under LL, the pool of C4 acids that is generated in the C4 cycle is expected to be low; if increasing levels of αNAD-ME and mASP-AT correspond to an up-regulation of the decarboxylation phase, it may increase the efficiency of utilizing C4 acids as donors to Rubisco under LL. Since, in the LL treatment, light harvesting is expected to be limiting, the drop in chlorophyll content was unexpected, suggesting an inability of light harvesting to acclimate to such LL levels. In shade-adapted plants, there is normally an increase in light-harvesting chlorophyll (Tazoe et al., 2006).

In order to test the function of LL-treated plants, the response of CO2 fixation to varying light and CO2 was analyzed. Gas-exchange analysis shows that M leaves of *B. sinuspersici* from ML growth conditions show a response to variable light intensities and atmospheric CO2 levels typical for single-cell and Kranz C4 species (Fig. 8; Edwards and Walker, 1983; Voznesenkskaya et al., 2001, 2002; Edwards et al., 2007), characterized by low CO2 compensation points and photosynthesis being saturated at near atmospheric levels of CO2.

The LL-treated plants showed strong acclimation and a shade-type response (Bjorkman et al., 1972; Boardman, 1977; Tazoe et al., 2006) to varying light by having a much lower light compensation point, photosynthesis being saturated by relatively low light, and light-saturated rates of photosynthesis being much lower than in leaves of ML-grown plants. Also, CO2 response curves showed that the shade-adapted plants have a much lower CO2-saturated rate of photosynthesis than ML-grown plants. The CO2- and light-saturated rates of photosynthesis in plants grown under ML were about 6-fold higher than in plants exposed to LL treatment. It is uncertain what is limiting maximum photosynthesis in leaves from the LL treatment, since most photosynthetic enzymes were retained at levels of 70% or more of those of ML-grown leaves; however, PEPC levels dropped to 40% of those of ML-grown plants. There might be limitations due to reductions in the components of photochemistry or the function of the C4 cycle, or there might be biophysical limits due to the rearrangement of the CCC.

It is difficult to precisely measure the CO2 compensation point on branches due to the contribution from dark-type respiration, especially in the shade-acclimated plants having low photosynthetic rates. Nevertheless, the CO2 compensation points are C4 like, and the shade-acclimated (LL) plants maintained a reduced CO2 compensation point similar to plants grown under ML conditions, with little or no sensitivity of photosynthesis to oxygen. This indicates the LL-treated plants maintain physiological characteristics of C4-type photo-
synthesis; therefore, the integrity and function of the CCC appears to be maintained even though it is shifted toward the periphery of the cell.

There was a shift in the $^{13}$C values from $-17.4\%$ in plants grown under ML to $-20.0\%$ in plants transferred to LL. This could reflect increased leakage of CO$_2$ being delivered by the C$_4$ cycle to the cytoplasmic compartment containing Rubisco during photosynthesis under LL. It is known that C$_4$ plants have increased discrimination against fixing $^{13}$CO$_2$ under LL, indicative of increased leakage (Henderson et al., 1992; Kubasek et al., 2007). While C$_4$ values have been reported in M leaves of B. sinuspersici grown under ML (Voznesenskaya et al., 2002), in greenhouse-grown plants values ranging from $-15.5\%$ to $-21.1\%$ (with the latest developing leaves being most negative) have been reported in B. cycloptera (Freitag and Stichler, 2002). These results suggested that the more negative values might be attributed to LL conditions. Also, in the Kranz-type C$_4$ plant Amaranthus cruentus, $^{13}$C values were more negative in LL-grown leaves ($-19.3\%$) than in leaves grown in higher light ($-16.0\%$; Tazoe et al., 2006). Alternatively, the more negative values of LL-treated plants may be related to the shifting of the CCC from the center to the periphery of the cell if it allowed more CO$_2$ leakage from this compartment. On the other hand, there was a decrease in the ratio of PEPC to Rubisco (based on results from western blots) in the LL-treated plants, which could favor increased donation of CO$_2$ from C$_4$ acids to Rubisco (von Caemmerer et al., 1972). Dark respiration may also contribute to more negative isotope values of biomass (Henderson et al., 1992), although shade-adapted leaves tend to have reduced rates of dark respiration (Fig. 8; Bjorkman et al., 1972).

Effects of D Treatment

The anatomy of branches that were enclosed in D for 1 month is, in general, similar to that under ML growth conditions, except that chlorenchyma cells in YB and YT that formed during D treatment are more irregular in shape than those of ML- and LL-grown plants. In D-treated branches, the chlorenchyma cells had no starch, which is expected due to the lack of photosynthesis and the maintenance of the tissue being dependent on importing photosynthate from branches exposed to light (Fig. 3).

M leaves that formed under ML and were then exposed for 1 month to D had no change in structure of the chlorenchyma or in the position of the CCC in the cell, as viewed by light microscopy (Fig. 3, M and N), in contrast to the shift in the CCC to the periphery of the cell in LL-treated leaves (Fig. 2, M and N). However, after treatment for 1 month in prolonged D, the chloroplasts in the CCC were more loosely arranged compared with those in M leaves that remained under ML conditions, suggesting that there is either a loosening of the interaction between the CCC and the cytoskeleton or a decrease in cytoskeleton proteins. After D treatment, the water content of M leaves (as a percentage of fresh mass) and soluble protein per fresh mass were similar to those of leaves growing under ML. Following D treatment, the chlorophyll content per fresh mass was more than doubled (Table I). This indicates that leaves exposed to continuous D actually synthesize more chlorophyll, in contrast to LL treatment, in which there was a marked decrease in chlorophyll content.

The $^{13}$C value of M leaves became more negative following D treatment, which could occur due to non-photosynthetic reasons, which are not well defined but include fractionation occurring during respiration (Henderson et al., 1992; Kubasek et al., 2007). With respect to photosynthetic peptides, levels in D-treated M leaves showed a remarkable stability for the retention of photosynthetic enzymes. The levels were similar to those in M leaves under ML for most proteins, including Rubisco LSU and SSU, GDC-P, AGPase LSU, and all C$_4$ photosynthesis peptides examined, except for PEPC, SHMT, and ALA-AT. PEPC and SHMT levels were 30% to 40% of the levels under ML growth, while ALA-AT was most reduced, to only 5% of that under ML growth conditions. There was a large drop in

### Table II. Sequences of the oligonucleotide primers used for real-time PCR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Forward Primer</th>
<th>Reverse Primer</th>
<th>Prod.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rubisco SSU</td>
<td>5'-CGAGACTCTTTCTTCATCCCTCCACCTCC-3'</td>
<td>5'-GTCCAGTACGCTGCATCATAGTCC-3'</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAB</td>
<td>5'-GAATCTGTGGAGAGAAGAATACAC-3'</td>
<td>5'-AGCGATTACACAGTGAGTTAAGTG-3'</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cASP-AT</td>
<td>5'-TGCTAGATAGTACCTCAAGACTGG-3'</td>
<td>5'-CTCAACAGCAGCTGCTTACCTCTC-3'</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEPC</td>
<td>5'-GCTTCTAGACAGCCAGGCGGTAGT-3'</td>
<td>5'-GCTCCTACGAAACAACAGCGCTTA-3'</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mASP-AT</td>
<td>5'-CTCTCACTGGGTCAGTACACCAC-3'</td>
<td>5'-CGACATGTCCTCAGACACAGACAG-3'</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO</td>
<td>5'-GTGGTGTATCTCTGTCTCTTGAGT-3'</td>
<td>5'-CTGACTGTCGACCTCCTTCAC-3'</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGPase LSU</td>
<td>5'-GTGCTCCAGCTTCCCTCGCTTACAA-3'</td>
<td>5'-CTGCAAGCTCCAACGCGGAGCTTTA-3'</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPDK</td>
<td>5'-GTTAGAACTGAAACTCAGACGGAGG-3'</td>
<td>5'-GATCTACAGACCCACTGAAACACAC-3'</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αNAD-ME</td>
<td>5'-ACGAGCTGATTCCCTACATAC-3'</td>
<td>5'-TAGCTCCTGCTGTGCTGAAATATG-3'</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>βNAD-ME</td>
<td>5'-GAGACCTACAGAGAAATGTCATG-3'</td>
<td>5'-GAGAGGGCTCTAGAGTAAACACAC-3'</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALA-AT</td>
<td>5'-CGAGAGGGACGAGGTCTGAGTCTCTC-3'</td>
<td>5'-GAGACAGCATCAGTCCAGGTCC-3'</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDC-P</td>
<td>5'-CTGAGATGAGCATGTGCTACGCTGTA-3'</td>
<td>5'-GAGAGGGCTCTGAGAGAC-3'</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation factor 1</td>
<td>5'-CTGTTAAAGATGATCCGCTGTT-3'</td>
<td>5'-GAGATGTCGTCGAAATCCACAG-3'</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
transcripts of PEPC and ALA-AT during D treatment, indicating that light is required to maintain their transcript levels; this drop in transcripts in the D may limit peptide synthesis and contribute to the drop in levels of the respective proteins. Despite a large decrease in PPDK transcripts in the D treatment, the PPDK protein level was 90% of that of ML leaves, suggesting high stability. Following D treatment of M leaves, the ratio of Rubisco (LSU and SSU) to PEPC was about 3-fold higher than that in leaves grown under ML.

B. sinuspersici young and intermediate leaves that develop in D form a pre-CCC, with chloroplasts aggregated near the nucleus and other chloroplasts isolated in the periphery of the cell (Fig. 3). This indicates that intracellular development of two cytoplasmic domains can occur in D. Also, cotyledons of D-grown seedlings of B. sinuspersici develop a pre-CCC (E. Voznesenskaya, N. Koteyeva, and G.E. Edwards, unpublished data). Studies on development in amaranth also indicate that morphologically distinguishable Kranz anatomy develops in cotyledons grown in complete D (Wang et al., 1993).

CONCLUSION

In Bienertia, there are developmental differences in patterns of photosynthetic gene expression and peptide levels. This indicates a level of complexity with independent regulation of C_4 gene expression. For most of the photosynthetic genes analyzed, there tends to be a close relationship between mRNA levels and the accumulation of peptides during leaf development under ML growth conditions, including Rubisco SSU and six C_4 cycle enzymes, suggesting some control of peptide synthesis at the transcriptional level. An exception was AGPase LSU, in which transcript levels were high early in development but peptide levels gradually increased during development, suggestive of posttranscriptional control. Transcriptional control could be a primary means of regulating synthesis of the mitochondrial enzymes aNAD-ME, βNAD-ME, mASP-AT, GDC-P, and SHMT, since there is one type of mitochondrion that is located in the CCC (Voznesenskaya et al., 2002). Also, PEPC, which is located throughout the cytosol, may be controlled by transcript levels, as well as the cytosolic enzymes ALA-AT and cASP-AT. However, for the chloroplastic genes analyzed, AGPase LSU and SSU, Rubisco SSU, and PPDK, posttranscriptional regulation is expected (e.g. by mRNA targeting, regulation of translation, or selective mRNA degradation), since, in M leaves, PPDK is selectively localized in the peripheral chloroplasts, while Rubisco and AGPase are selectively localized in chloroplasts in the CCC.

As in Kranz-type species, in the single-cell C_4 species of Bienertia there is a progressive developmental transition for the specialized functions of C_4 photosynthesis. Once C_4 is developed in M leaves in B. sinuspersici, the cytoplasmic domains are very stable. Only prolonged exposure to very low light was found to cause a structural change with a shift in the position of the CCC.

This work shows the remarkable stability of the two cytoplasmic domains under extremes of D and LL. Further studies are needed to determine similarities and differences in mechanisms controlling chloroplast differentiation and the expression of the C_4 system in B. sinuspersici compared with Kranz-type C_4 plants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Material and Growth Conditions

The species used in the study was Bienertia sinuspersici (seeds were kindly provided by Dr. Abdulrahman Alsirhan). Plants were grown in a growth chamber (model GC-16; Enconair Ecological Chambers) under ML, approximately 400 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹, with a 14/10-h light/dark photoperiod and 25/15°C day/night temperature regime, atmospheric CO₂, and 50% relative humidity. Plants were grown in commercial potting soil in 2-L pots (one plant per pot). Plants were watered once weekly with 20:20:20 Peters Professional fertilizer (1 g L⁻¹ water) and a salt solution (150 mM NaCl) and otherwise with water alone. The lights in the chamber were programmed to come on and off gradually through a stepwise increase or decrease over a 2-h period at the beginning and end of the photoperiod, respectively. Plants that were 2 to 3 months old were used for this study.

To study the effect of long-term exposure to D, part of the vegetative tissue from the bushy-type growth was covered and completely protected from light, while the remainder of the plant remained under ML growth conditions. Aluminum foil was used to construct over part of the lateral branches a tent-like structure that was sealed to the bottom of the chamber floor (which protected the plant from light, while the chamber design provided aeration from the floor). After 1 month, leaves were sampled from the D treatment and analyzed (called D-treated plants). By marking stem tissue with adhesive labels, any new growth could be distinguished from leaves existing when the treatment began. Young and intermediate leaves were collected from new growth that occurred in the D, while M leaves were collected from leaves that were already mature prior to D exposure.

To study the effects of exposure to extremely LL, a group of plants were transferred and maintained for 1 month in a growth chamber with the same photoperiod and temperature regime, except that the daily level of light was 20 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹ (designated as LL treatment). Again, by marking stem tissue with adhesive labels, new growth could be distinguished from leaves existing when the treatment began. Young and intermediate leaves were collected from new growth that occurred under LL, while M leaves were collected from leaves that were already mature prior to LL exposure.

For protein and RNA analyses, leaf samples were taken and immediately frozen in liquid N₂ and stored at −80°C. In all cases, samples were collected around noon.

Gas-Exchange Analysis

Rates of photosynthesis were measured with an LCpro+ portable infrared CO₂ gas analyzer (ADC Bio Scientific) at varying light intensities and CO₂ concentrations. Photosynthetic rates were expressed per unit of leaf area. A branch of the plant was placed inside the conifer chamber with conditions of 1,000 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹, 25°C, 340 μbar CO₂ and 12 mbar vapor pressure until a steady-state rate of photosynthesis was achieved. Light response measurements were made while decreasing the PPFD from a maximum of 1,300 to 0 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹ (with 4-min intervals between measurements) and then with increasing PPFD from 0 to 1,300 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹ (with 10-min intervals between measurements). There was no significant difference between the curves generated, whether the sequence was from ML to LL followed by LL to ML or vice versa. The response rates of photosynthesis to varying ambient levels of CO₂ were determined by gradually decreasing external CO₂ concentrations from ambient CO₂ (approximately 340 μbar) to approximately 5 μbar CO₂. This was followed by gradually increasing the CO₂ level from 5 to 927 μbar CO₂ and then decreasing the level to 340 μbar.

Protein Extraction

Total protein from the different samples was extracted using a buffer containing 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM MgCl₂, 15 mM...
β-mercaptoethanol, 20% (v/v) glycerol, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 10 μM L- leupeptin, 10 μM L- chymostatin, and 10 μL of protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma) per milliliter of extraction buffer. The samples were ground completely in a cold mortar and centrifuged at 10,000g for 10 min at 4°C. The supernatant fractions from crude extracts were used for protein measurement or diluted in 0.25 M Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 2% (w/v) SDS, 0.5% (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol, and 0.1% (v/v) bromphenol blue and boiled for 2 min for SDS-PAGE. Protein concentration was determined by the method of Bradford (1976) using the Bio-Rad protein assay reagent (and bovine serum albumin as a standard).

Chlorophyll Assay

Chlorophyll was extracted in 80% (v/v) acetone and analyzed as described by Lichtenthaler (1987).

Gel Electrophoresis

SDS-PAGE was performed on 12.5% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels according to Laemmlı (1970). Proteins were visualized with Coomassie Brilliant Blue or electroblotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane for immunoblotting according to Burnette (1981). Bound antibodies were located by linking to alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG or anti-mouse IgG (for actin and tubulin) according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Bio-Rad). The antibodies used for detection, with dilutions in parentheses, were as follows: anti-Amanthus viridis PEPC (1:200; Colombo et al., 1998), serum against the α-subunit of NAD-ME from Amanthus hypochrondriacas (1:5,000; Long et al., 1994), anti-Zea mays PPDF (1:10,000; courtesy of Dr. T. Sugiyama), anti-Panicum miliaceum ALA-AT (specific for C 4 isoform-ALAAT-2 in the NAD-ME C 4 species P. miliaceum; Son et al., 1991), CASP-AT (1:3,000; courtesy of Dr. M. Taniguchi; Sentoku et al., 2000), anti-Elusine coracana mASP-AT (1:2,500; specific for the mitochondrial isoform in the NAD-ME species E. coracana; Taniguchi and Sugiyama, 1990), anti-SHMT (1:1,000; courtesy of Dr. H. Bauwe), anti-AL-AT (1:5,000; Long et al., 1994), anti-Triticum aestivum-13C176 tubulin (1:3,000; T4026; Sigma-Aldrich). The molecular masses of the polypeptides were estimated from a plot of the log of the molecular masses of marker standards versus migration distance. The intensities of bands in western blots were semiquantiﬁed with image-analysis software and expressed relative to levels in the M leaf. For most proteins, there was an increase in band intensity during leaf development. To guard against overloading, based on initial staining patterns with a standard).
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